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August   30,   2020  

Happy   Week   of   August   30th   Everyone,  

I   hope   you   all   had   an   incredible   week.   The   Board   gathers   once   a   week   at   mindFULL   me   to   discuss   upcoming  
plans,   meditation   themes,   podcast   themes,   and   of   course,   the   weekly   message.   As   we   shared   ideas,   we   looked  
at   the   questions   that   we   are   receiving   from   viewers.   Lately,   there   seems   to   be   a   theme,   change.   There   is   an  
expression,   “Life   Happens.”   We   believe   that   Allan   Saunders   coined   this   expression   in   the   ‘50s.  

So,   what   does   the   expression   mean?   There   are   many   meanings,   but   mostly   it   means   that   life   happened   before  
we   were   born   and   continues   after   we   have   left   this   plane.   Life   is   our   to   use   while   we   are   here.   Ok,   that   still  
sounds   vague.   Does   it   mean   that   no   matter   what   we   do   or   plan,   life   will   just   happen,   and   we   can’t   control   it?  
What   is   the   purpose   of   planning?   We   don’t   believe   so.   You   are   all   creators   in   your   world.   Life   is   happening   all  
around   you.   Life   WILL   happen,   but   what   you   do   with   it   is   up   to   you.   With   all   our   actions,   we   send   out   a  
message   to   Life   about   what   we   want   back.   Our   actions   breed   Life’s   response.   Our   subconscious   thoughts   are  
requests   to   which   Life   will   respond.   Our   inaction,   our   suppressed   persona   signals   Life   as   to   how   we   wish   to  
live.   We   do   not   consciously   use   90%   of   our   brain,   but   our   subconscious   uses   it   all.   Every   social   media   post,  
every   conversation,   every   dream   sends   a   request   to   Life   and   Life   does   respond.  

Knowing   this,   how   should   we   deal   with   Life?   That   is   also   a   good   question.   It   is   one   thing   to   know   something;   it  
is   another   to   act.   The   hardest   thing   is   to   be   honest   with   yourself.   When   it   is   just   you   and   you   in   a   room,   what  
happens?   How   do   you   treat   you?   Are   you   kind?   Are   you   respectful?   Are   you   nurturing?   Honestly,   these   are   the  
toughest   questions.   It   is   one   thing   to   be   nice   to   your   friend   or   neighbor,   but   are   you   that   kind   to   yourself?  
Kindness   to   oneself   is   not   just   eating   well   and   exercising.   That   is   an   important   part,   but   kindness   to   oneself  
means   loving   oneself   unconditionally.   Accepting   oneself   without   self-hatred   or   disappointment.   How   do   we  
do   this?   First   and   most   importantly,   acknowledge   that   you   do,   and   then   we   can   make   Life-altering   changes   for  
the   better.  

Over   the   coming   weeks,   we   shall   explore   this   theme.   This   is   a   big   theme   that   many   take   a   lifetime   to   explore.  
In   the   meantime,   Fernando   Davila   will   bring   his   first   meditation   to   Meditation   Monday.   You   will   not   want   to  
miss   that!   Align   your   Mind   will   delve   into   an   exciting   topic,   and   we   offer   LOTS   of   exploration   on  
mindFULLme.org.   You   can   view   our   first   Virtual   Summit   or   choose   a   School   Tool   exercise   for   quick  
mindfulness   practice.   Our   website   offers   so   much,   and   it   is   all   free.  

We   invite   you   to   email   us   suggestions   on   our   website,   mindFULLME.org   for   podcast   and   meditation   topics.  
Please   visit   mindFULLME.org,   Apple   Podcasts,   Google   Play,   Spottily   or   wherever   you   get   your   podcasts,   as   well  
as   YouTube.   Please   do   not   forget   to   like   and   subscribe!  

Most   importantly,   thank   you   to   all   who   have   liked,   subscribed   and   followed   us.   MindFULLME.org   is   ever  
growing   and   expanding.   Please   continue   to   Heal   with   Us   and   Empty   Your   Glass.  

The   MindFULL   ME   Board  
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